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One year on 
IT'S NEARLY one year since the cam
paign around the trial of Moses 
Mayekiso and his comrades began. A 
year which has seen the product!on in 
this country alone of some 35,000 
factsheets, 22,000 protest postcards, 
nearly 250,000 individual stickers, 
20,000 posters and tens of thousands of 
A4 leaflets about the trial and the issues 
it involves. 

It has also seen full page advertise
ments in The Guardian and The Inde
pendent calling for the release of Moses 
and his comrades as well as double-page 
advertisements in the anti-apartheid 
Weekly Mail and South newspapers in 
South Africa. There have been pickets, 
marches and meetings around the coun
try and thousands of trade union 
branches have affiliated to the campaign 
which has also contributed £17,000 to 
the relief fund o. the National Union of 
Metalworkers of South .Africa (Numsa) 
for the maintainence of the families of 
those on trial: 

The year has also seen the launch of 
similar campaigns in other countries, 
along with the general international 
pressure brought to bear by the Interna
tional Metalworkers' Federation and its 
affiliates. 

And there have been victories to 
show. First, and most importantly, is the 
fact that neither Moses nor his fellow 
accused now face the gallows. nut, par
ticularly in llritain, the campaign has 
shown what can be dorie when a matter 
of principle is raised among rank and file 
trade unionists. 

To give an example of how things 
have grown, the cost of a mailing to 
supporters a year ago was just under 
£50. Today, it is nearly £600. 

The issues raised by this trial are 
just as vital now as ever they have been. 
It is up to all of us, wherever we are, to 
continue to demand the immediate and 
unconditional release of Moses 
Mayekiso and his comrades. 

WE MUST CONTINUE llUILD
ING THE CAMPAIGN. 

Report from 
the trial 

JOHANNESIJ URG: Since llle trial of Moses Mayekiso, Obed Bapela, 
Richard Mdakane, Paul Tshabalala and Mzwanele Mayekiso re-opened 
in February. it has been v~rty much a case of more of the same. The state 
has persisted in hinting that great revelations were in store, only t~ _be 
confounded by the mundane realities. And prime among those realities 
has been the obvious problem the prosecution has had in rounding up 
witnesses. 

Even those witnesses the state has managed to drag forth- usually 
underthe elaborate precautions of an in camera hearing -have tended 
to be characterised by the fact that their evidence has been singularly 
lacking in any dramatic impact. In fact, very few of the witnesses have 
even managed to identify any of the accused. But then it has never been 
denied that Moses and his comrades were looked upon as !,he elected 
leaders of their ghetto, Alexandra township, north of Johannesburg. 

The state appears to be wedded to the idea of proving 'common 
purpose' ,the legal doctrine which enabled the prosecutio_n m ~e Shar
peville six case to sentence six people to death for a murder m which there 
was no evidence they had taken part As a whole, the witnesses presented 
a picture of a popular uprising in Alexandra which had resul.ted in various 
alternative structures being set up. These ranged from schools to 
neighbourhood courts. Even the most hostile of the witnesses agreed 
that, during this period of 'peoples' power' ,life in the ghetto had been 
more relaxed, that crime had declined and the overall atmosphere was 
preferable to that under the previous regime. · 

But whether life for the majority was better appears irrelevant to the 
state case. As the case unfolded it became clear that the prosecution was 
interested on! yin establishing that an 'alternative order' had prevailed in 
Alexandra; that the normal runHing of the apartheid state had been-upset 
in this small and squalid comer of black South Africa. 

For most of those in the public gallery - on days when the public 
were permitted to au.end the trial-the evidence seemed laughable. All 
it seemed to amount to was that a community, heanily sickened by the 
status quo, had risen up and said: Enough. In place of the then existing 
order, they had run their neighbourhoods on a co-operative basis, with 
elected representatives carrying out the decisions of the community. 

But this is the essense of the case. The state has never contended that 
what was done was necessarily illegal, merely that it was treasonable; 
that, by their actions, the accused were guilty of encouraging actions 
which usurped the legitimate authority of the state. Planning such actions 
was subversive, encouraging their implementation was seditious and 
taking part in the alternative structures which resulted was treason. 

To most outside observers. ranging from US politicians to trade 
unionists such as the British TUC's Tony Shaw, such logic seems crazy. 
Yet here it makes sense. For here the state is seen clearly as the all
powerful symbol. It is the instrument of the ruling clique and it is 
supreme. If the case against Moses and his comradessuccccds,locallaw 
will enshrine this principle of the supremacy of the state over all and 
every aspect of the life of the individual. continued on page 2 
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'The outcome may depend more on what happens outside the court' 

continued from page 1 ., 
But the evidence rambled on, oflen appearing to be historic 'M' plan -the plan drawn up in the early Sixties 

anecdotal-or having very little bearing on the charges or on by jailed ANC leader, Nelson Mandela for close-knit 
the accused. It became so vague at one point that Judge community-based cell structures. 
Pieter van der Walt felt it necessary to ask when the Oearly, the-'xigadicr concluded, this was evidence of 
prosecution would be getting to the poinL collusion in the tactics of the ANG. 'But the supposed 

That point came with the introduction of Brigadier H. clarity and simplicity disappeared when he had to explain 
D. Stadler, described as an expert in 'communist affairs'. how it could be that the same notebooks of this alleged 
It soon became obvious that the role of the brigadier was collaborator of the ANC contained notes critical of the 
to tie in the series of ~pparently unrelated community Freedom Charter(theANCprogramme)andproposalsfor 
activities into a grand subversive plot. This he proceeded a possible 'workers' charter', a project which would 
to do by starting with a lengthy, personalised history of the (/~rtainly not have the support of the ANC. 
African National Congress (AN C) derived from the pages Brigadier Stadler was undaunted, if rather vague. He 
of various publications, including the ANC's regular embarked on a lengthy and largely fruitless attempt to 
journal, Sechaba, the African Communist and Umse- explain these political niceties from the viewpoint of the 
benzi. apart.heid state. This also involved trying to explain to the 

It was he who was able to exploit the various ANC court the difference between the terms 'socialist' and 
claims to somehow have had charge of the uprisings in 'Marxist' which appeared to leave the judge just as con-
South Africa. Whether or not people were aware of what · fused as the rest of the court. But Stadler stressed his 
they· were doing, they were fulfilling roles designated essential message: that it did not matter if there had been 
under an ANC plan, he said. There was, for example, the any actual contact between the accused and any. 'subver-
call by ANC president, Oliver Tambo, to make the town- sive' elements. Nor was it necessary to regard ANC 
ships ungovernable. Therefore it followed that any at- documents_ as the utterings of the accused. These all 
tempt to overthrow, subordinate or supplant state struc- formed the background against which the state would 
tures in the black townships was part 'or the ANC strategy attempt to show common purpose. 
as clearly outlined by the exiled movement. This stress on 'common purpose' has been anticipated 

Brigadier Stadler took the court on something of a from the time the 161-page indictment first became pub-
theoretical revolutionary junket through Cuba, Vietnam lie. It is what has made the case so important for the whole 
and Mozambique, all of which he said had shown the of the trade union movel}lent as well as the broader 
necessity for mass political support in addition to the grouping of anti-apartheid forces. In the case of the 
armed struggle. This meant that there would have to be a Sharpeville six, the five men and one woman sentenced to 
protracted period of preparation before final victory by death following the killing of a collaborator in the town-
force of arms. And a crucial element of this period of ship of Sharpeville, the state managed to stretch the 

· preparation would be the creation of alternative forms of doctrine of common purpose tO include-any members of a 
'peoples' government'. These would replace the admini- crowd in which any illegal act took place. The six could 
stration of the apartheid state and provide for the majority therefore be sentenced to death for murder even though 
of the population a growing area of liberated zones. there was no evidence that any of them had in any way 

Popular power, the brigadier explained, was linked to been directly involved in the offence or even that they had 
efforts to make the country ungovernable. This, he noted, been aware of i~. 
was the background to the township revolts. It was all part In the case of Moses and his comrades. the state 
of an ANC plan to render the organs of stat~ power appears set to establish the precedent that the ind~vidual is 
impotent and construct in their stead alternatives such as totally beholden to the state; that even actions which may 
peoples' courts, block and street committees. be perfectly legal, can be held to be treasonable. 

The activities in which Moses and his comrades had As the case continues to unfold, it has becc..me obvi-
been involved, the Brigadier stated. were clearly part of ous what the state's intentions are. The defence, for its 
the 'fourr;ilarsofrevolution'. Thesecouldbedefined as: part, has been able to readily refute the more outrageous 
the vanguard activities of the ANC, united mass action in allegations, and show the substantial amount of innuendo 
support of democratic demands, Umkhonto we Sizwe upforwhatitis. Inacourtinalmostanyliberaldemocracy 
(Spear of the Nation, the ANC military wing) activities in the world, this case would have been thrown out a long 
and the international drive to support the ANC and isolate time ago. 
apartheid. Butthis is no liberal democracy. And this is no normal· 

He was then directed by the prosecutor to consider court case. This is apartheid South Africa and this is a 
certain notebooks seized from the home of Moses show trial, a political farce costumed in the trappings of 
Mayekiso. On one page he uncovered the telephone legalism. As such, the outcome may depend much more 
numberoftheLondonofficeoftheANC. Therewerealso on what happens outside the court room than on what 
draft plans for peoples' committees and an outline of the happens during the legal wranglings inside. 
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